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MR SCHNEIDER,
I HAVE A STORY ON PANYNJ, THEY ARE AN INDEPENDENT AGENCY THAT
RECEIVES FEDERAL FUNDING BUT ARE NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH FEDERAL
REGULATIONS AND ONLY HAVE TO ANSWER TO CONGRESS. ALSO THEY JUST
SETTLED THE P.O. CONTRACT. THIS WAS OUR SEVEN YEAR 300,000 STORY. ILL
DONATE TO CAMPAIGN FOR YOUR TIME!
MY HUSBAND WAS DENIED DUE PROCESS FROM AN INDEPENDENT AGENCY
THAT RECEIVES FEDERAL FUNDING AND ARE NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH
FEDERAL REGULATIONS?  THE 49 CFR PART 40 DOT DRUG TEST HAD NO
SCIENTIST’S SIGNATURE WHICH IS A FATAL FLAW!
NO N.Y OR N.J. GOVERNOR, POLITICIANS OR CONGRESSMAN WILL HELP, IF
WANT TO BE RE-ELECTED AND OR FUNDED BY PANYNJ. HE TOOK MY PILL ON
ACCIDENT, WE SPENT $300,000 ON THIS? WE BOTH WORK FULL TIME AND PAY
TAXES. ALL I AM ASKING FOR HIM NOT TO  BE BLACKBALLED, IT WAS MY
MISTAKE ! 

PRISONERS AND POT DEALERS WILL GET A SECOND CHANCE BUT NOT MY
HUSBAND WHO TOOK ONE ON MY PILLS ONCE? 

THE ONLY PEOPLE WHO HAVE ANY SAY OVER THE PORT AUTHORITY OF
NY&NJ 
IS THE CONGRESS, ITS AN INDEPENDENT AGENCY. WE BATTLED THIS
DYSFUNCTIONAL AGENCY FOR SEVEN YEARS AND $300,000 IN LEGAL BILLS
(N.J. COURTS ALL THE WAY TO SUPREME COURT)? THE PA PBA LEGAL
COUNSEL DID ASSIST US BY TESTIFYING BUT NEVER GAVE A DIME OF HIS
UNION DUES TO US. PANYNJ PBA NEW CONTRACT WAS SETTLED LAST MONTH
JULY 2019 . MY HUSBAND WAS A SECOND GENERATION PANYNJ PO, HIS
FATHER SERVED 37 YEARS. NO ONE FROM NY-NJ GOVERNORS NOR CONGRESS
WANTED TO GET INVOLVED WITH THIS DYSFUNCTIONAL AGENCY. THEY
RECEIVED  FEDERAL FUNDING BUT IN DEPOSITIONS “ THEY CLAIM THEY
RECEIVED NO FEDERAL FUNDING  AND THEIR POLICE OFFICERS DO NOT
CARRY FIREARM“?
TWO LIES AND NOT ONE N.J. JUDGE EVER QUESTIONED THIS, WE NEVER
GOT THE CHANCE TO TESTIFY, THEIR IS NO JUST IN OUR JUSTICE SYSTEM?

MY HUSBANDS TEST WAS NOT CORRECTLY FILLED OUT OR SIGNED, AND
HIS ARBITRATOR WAS FIRED DURING DECISION DECEMBER 2011 TO BE
REHIRED WITH A DIFFERENT POSITION AFTER MY HUSBANDS DECISION
WAS GIVEN?
LIKE I STATED I WANT TO SPEAK IN FRONT OF CONGRESS TO LET THEM KNOW
THIS WAS NOT WHAT PRESIDENT REAGAN WANTED NOR INTENDED THIS TO
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PORT AUTHORITY POLICE BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION, INC.


611 Palisade Avenue, Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 07632-1805


Telephones: 201-871-2100 or 212-947-3754


Facsimile: 201-871-2343 www.papba.org


PAULNUNZIATO PRESIDENT


July 9, 2014


The Honorable Francis B. Schultz


Superior Court


Brennan Court House


583 Newark Ave.


Jersey City, New Jersey 07306


RE: JOHN BARRY V. PORT AUTHORITY OF NEW YORK AND NEW


JERSEY, AND JOHN/JANE DOES AND A, B, C CORPORATIONS 115,


DOCKET NO. HUD-L-2648-12


Dear Judge Schultz:


I am the General Counsel of the Port Authority Police Benevolent Association,


representing the 1,624 police officers employed by the Port Authority of New York


and New Jersey Police Department. It has come to my attention that the Port


Authority is inaccurately representing the nature of our Memorandum of


Agreement's drug testing policy and procedures contained in Appendix "M."


We are concerned that Officer John Barry receives due process. The decision in his


case will affect the rights of our members who may unknowingly ingest or be exposed


to an illegal drug and then be denied an opportunity to defend themselves if they test


positive on a random drug test.


I was part of the negotiations team who negotiated Appendix "M" with the Port


Authority. It is not intended to be a strict liability policy nor is it drafted as such.


The purpose of Appendix "M" is to deter the knowing use of illegal drugs by police


officers. The drug testing policy expressly protects legal use, incidental exposure and


other innocent explanations for positive results. The policy does so in two ways: first,


the Medical Review Officer ("MRO"), a licensed medical physician trained in the


interpretation of drug test results, is supposed to fairly review the police officer's


potential explanations for the positive result and verify the test as negative if


medically warranted. Second, if the MRO refuses a legitimate explanation, an


arbitration hearing is available to review and challenge the drug test to ensure that


procedures were followed and that legitimate explanations were properly considered.
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John Barry was denied due process at every level from the time of his positive test.


The MRO refused to consider his explanation of innocent ingestion because he did not


offer it in his initial interview. The fact that he was not able to immediately offer an


explanation as how a substance he had never intentionally taken was found in his


urine should not have been dispositive. Although the MRO is required to consider


alternate explanations for a period of sixty days following the positive drug test based


upon federal regulations, the Port Authority directly refused my request to schedule


a second interview for Barry within that time period. Rich Williams, Deputy General


Counsel of the Port Authority, told me directly that the MRO would not meet with


Barry or consider any additional evidence.


The failure to consider Barry's explanation was compounded by Arbitrator Gandel's


adoption of the Port Authority's argument that she was limited to consideration of


"fatal flaws," errors in the chain of custody of the sample indicating that the sample


could have been tampered, altered or taken in error. This is an erroneous reading of


Appendix "M" of the Memorandum of Agreement. Arbitrator Gandel therefore


concluded that she could not consider any argument that Barry had taken medication


in error. (Award ofArbitrator Gandel, at 2 and 15-17). She further concluded in error


that Barry had never offered any such defense, ignoring my uncontraverted


testimony that the Port Authority had refused to accept any additional evidence from


Barry or schedule a follow up MRO interview to explain his mistaken ingestion of his


wife's medication. This was a significant mistake of fact that bore substantial weight


in her award. (Award ofArbitrator Gandel, at 15-17).


When an employer has a "zero tolerance" drug policy to expeditiously remove an


employee upon a single drug test, the policy must reasonably be presumed to have


been drafted with reference to intentional use of illegal drugs. Employees should have


the opportunity to present an explanation regarding the inadvertent use to an


objective fact finder who could make an appropriate administrative disposition.


Properly interpreted, Appendix "M" expressly protects employee's right to due


process. Barry never waived his right to due process. His arbitration brief raised this


isstie.


There are a number of aspects of the policy that are inconsistent with the Port


Authority's explanation of "zero tolerance." We have a form at page 208 of the


Memorandum ofAgreement to permit members to identify known exposures to illegal


drugs in the course of the member's law enforcement activity. It would appear to be


self-evident that a positive drug test for one of those drugs would be excused, that is


why the form is included in the Agreement.


Appendix "M" also contains two rehabilitation agreements. The Rehabilitation


Agreement found on Page 196 is drafted specifically to address the possibility that a


member who fails a legitimately conducted drug test would not be terminated in


arbitration hearing. That member would be required to sign the Rehabilitation
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Agreement, agree to an ongoing drug testing regimen and would not receive back pay


(See, Pages 187 (VII(B) and 193 XII(C)(2)(a)). This outcome is distinct from an


arbitrator's finding of a "fatal flaw" or other material violation of the Memorandum


of Agreement or 49 C.F.R Part 40, where the officer does receive back pay and does


not have to sign any agreement to be reinstated. Therefore, it was a direct error of


law for Arbitrator Gandel to conclude that she must find a fatal flaw, other material


violation of Part 40 or of the Memorandum of Agreement to reinstate Barry. The


Memorandum of Agreement clearly states that he could be reinstated in her


discretion.


Wh:.le Appendix "M" has been in effect, a number ofpolice officers have tested positive


in drug tests and have not been terminated. Some of these have been addressed by


proper review by the MRO. Others have been addressed through discussions between


our Association and management at the Port Authority. Alleged innocent ingestion


of legal products, such as legal dietary supplements, have led to positive tests without


the member being terminated or even punished.


We have not had to address the issue of unintentional ingestion of a controlled


substance, but there are certainly any number of ways in which that could occur, for


example^


1. Medication mix-up by the police officer or even a pharmacy error.


2. The residue of drug use by someone other than the officer can remain in


sufficient quantities on many surfaces that could come in contact with an


unsuspecting officer. Passive inhalation of drugs also can occur when an


unsuspecting person enters a room where a drug is being smoked. Drug vapors in the


smoke may be inhaled and absorbed into the body. However encountered, the drug


undergoes normal distribution, metabolism, and excretion processes as if it were


actively used.


3. The placing of a substance in food or a drink without the officer's knowledge.


This could happen at a social event or at a restaurant. A person wishing to retaliate


aga:inst an officer may cause the officer to unknowingly ingest an illegal drug.


Positive drug results may also be caused by unknown ingredients in dietary


supplements or herbal remedies. Forensic pathologists (experts in drug test results)


frequently testify about the number of seemingly legitimate substances that may


contain substances that cause a positive drug test.


Thus, whether by accident or through some other scenario, an officer could test


positive for a banned substance without ever intentionally taking an illegal drug.


These scenarios should not lead to automatic termination as posited by the Port
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Authority, but instead should be evaluated by the MRO and, if necessary, by the


impartial arbitrator. It is up to the arbitrator to consider the credibility of the


testimony and evidence at that point. It is the arbitrator's role to determine if the


officer's explanation is credible and, if so, whether it is consistent with the levels


shown in the test result. This point is supported by the language of Appendix "M"


itself- how else could a member who tested positive as verified by the MRO without


showing of a fatal flaw be reinstated to full duty as contemplated in VII (B) and XII


C (2) (a)?


The Memorandum of Agreement does not and cannot waive an officer's statutory or


constitutional rights. John Barry has a right to a fair due process hearing at which


his explanation for his positive result is weighed and evaluated. If he is credible in


his explanation, he should not be terminated. If he is not, then, as stated in Appendix


"M": "[tlermination is the only penalty." That is what we meant by "zero tolerance,"


not that members should be terminated without possibility of offering a defense


beyond technical violations of the drug test process.


I am available as necessary to assist the Court in any manner deemed appropriate


by the Court. I thank the Court for considering this submission on behalf of the


membership of the Port Authority Police Benevolent Association.


Respectfully Submitted,


General Counsel


PORT AUTHORITY POLICE BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION, INC.


DJM/kb


C. Alterman, Esq.


D. Evans, Esq.


P. Nunziato, PAPBA
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BE, AND THIS ONE MISTAKE HAUNTS HIM FOR THE REST OF HIS LIFE? NO
SECOND CHANCE? NYC DOCS CAN DENY HIM ANY JOB? WOW PRISONERS NOW
GET A SECOND CHANCE? HE WAS NEVER ALLOWED TO TELL HIS SIDE. THIS
DYSFUNCTIONAL AGENCY HAVE REACH OVER ALL IN NY AND NJ.

MY HUSBANDS WENT BACK TO HIS FIRST JOB AS LOCAL ONE STAGEHAND
AND NEITHER OF US EVER TOOK ANY PUBLIC ASSISTANCE THROUGH SEVEN
YEAR COURT BATTLE.
I WOULD ASK FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO TELL OUR STORY IN FRONT OF
CONGRESS OR SENATE SO THIS DOES NOT HAPPEN TO ANYONE. THIS IS WHY
AL NY NJ BRIDGES TOLLS ARE GOING UP!

PANYNJ P.O. JUST SETTLED THEIR CONTRACT JULY 2019;

2% base salary into medical. We jump to 115,000 when we sign up to 124000 in 2021. No
more rule 3. Job is getting BDUs. Guys with over 15 years who retire before January 7
2023 can keep thier benefits as is. 2021 benefits 2.5% base salary and the changes to copays.
New guys coming in have new benefits package. OT cap at 124,000 Contract January 2010
0% 6 months July 2010 2%. 91,800 July 2011 2%. 93,636 July 2012 1.25%. 94,806 July 2013
1.25%. 95,991 July 2014 2.25%. 98,151 July 2015 2.25%. 100,360 July 2016 2.25%. 102,618
July 2017 2.25%. 104,926 July 2018 2.25%. 107,287 Signing Bump 7.18% 115,000
completion of 7 years/2 steps added 8 steps instead of 6 July 2019 2.25%. 117,587 July 2020
2.5%. 120,527 July 2021 3%. 124.143 $ 750 additional duties pay upon ratification and each
July after Health care 2019 Contribution 2% base no changes to plan Deducted before taxes
2021 2.5 % base pay contribution. Same coverage for all medical procedures Changes only to
cost Co payment Doctor $20 Specialist/urgent care $35 Emergency room $100 of not admitted
75/25 out of network $3013 per year in 2021 top pay $119 paycheck Prescription Drugs $10
generic $20 preferred $40 non preferred Ongoing prescription have to join mail program 90
day supply 20/40/80 little savings from the above which is 30 day supply Detectable Going
from 200/400 to 500/1000 Out pocket max 1000 per person to 3000 For out pocket max for
reasonable rate going from 80/20 7k individual 14k family max to 75/25 1500 individual 3000
family Out pocket max going from 1000 per person to 3000 New hires 2.5 percent of base for
epo plan in net work only. After 5 years can pay additional 1.5 percent to get out of network
coverage Retirement 15+ years retire Jan 7 2023 Retired with current plan real legacy Notify
job by July 2022 Retire on after 1/8/2023 2021 plan free after contract expires and before new
contract when it can change 10+ legacy light 2% pension Or epo for free Really for people
who vest Disability pension 2 percent of legacy or light for free Work rules Rule 3 gone where
you have to talk Now if they give you notice and provide union rep have to talk and cooperate:
Witnesses get a right to a union rep. Temporary suspension up to 30 days -- -- You are
receiving this email because You are subscribed to the PAPD Google Groups email
notification system, as part of www.gunsnhoses.com To EMAIL this group, send 1 email
to PAPD@googlegroups.comfrom your registered email address. To unsubscribe from this
group, send a email toPAPD-unsubscribe@googlegroups.com To change your email address
Unsubscribe using the email above then go to www.GunsNHoses.com Sign up again with
your new email address. You can change options by logging into your account
at: https://www.google.com/accounts/Login The group stores all old posts, so you can visit
this group at http://groups.google.com/group/PAPD This system is to be used exclusively for
PAPD INFORMATION. --- You received this message because you are subscribed to the
Google Groups "PAPD" group. To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails
from it, send an email to papd+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com. To post to this group, send
email to papd@googlegroups.com. For more options, visit https://groups.google.com/d/optout.
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR SERVICE,
GOOD LUCK AND GOD BLESS
MEGAN BARRY
WANTAGH N.Y.
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